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Fat Blue Productions is a Winnipeg-based company made up of three families - the Pangman's, 
the Labun's, and the Janzen's - and one more talented young actor known for his work in 
Winnipeg's indigenous theatre community, Markus Head. 

The Janzen's are dad John, and sons Simon and Mick, also known as The Janzen Boys folk/
roots trio. When they are not performing their music in festivals all over Western Canada, they 
are found pursuing their other love - theatre. 
John Janzen, the father in the trio, works in schools around Winnipeg as a community educator 
for Siloam Mission, a local homeless shelter. Blink's Garden developed as a part of his work 
trying to encourage students to, as Blink demonstrates in the story, "see beauty where others 
can't see."
One of those students, Metis actor Madison Mosher loved the story so much that she asked for 
the lead role of Blink. Along with her grandma Roberta, grandpa Rick, and brother James, 
Madison and her family lead a life that is never short on drama: they're all actors! Madison has a 
host of experience as a regular performer in productions staged by the Manitoba Theatre for 
Young People, as well as on TV hosting Adam Kirk's MTS Home series Setting the Stage for the 
Future. 
The director of the play is Michael Labun, the dad in another dramatic family. Daughter Sarah 
joins Madison on stage in the role of Blink's best friend Moeh, and son Sam makes a surprising 
appearance on the show as well. 
Blink's Garden is about learning from people who are different than you. And sure enough, with 
half the cast comprised of actors of Metis heritage and the other half Mennonite, it seems that 
the play's values are being realized in the making of the play. Twelve-year-old Madison has 
christened the troupe "Madison Mosher's Merry Metis-Mennonite Misfits."


